Thermal Minutes

Liquid Cooling
Is Hydrophobia Still an Issue?
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Over the past decade, we have seen much debate and
development on the liquid cooling of electronic equipment. The concept of liquid cooling dates back to the
vacuum tube era. But its actual use in modern electronics, other than in space, military and high capacity computing, is a recent phenomenon. With the rapid increase
in power dissipation and concentration at the chip and
board levels, a slew of new products deploy liquid instead
of air for system cooling.
The questions that linger are: What is liquid cooling?
And, will the market’s hydrophobia remain a point of
contention? Let us explore these two issues and attempt
to answer whether hydrophobia is a legitimate concern.
The true definition of liquid cooling is represented by Figure 1. Heat generated by PCB components is collected
by an attached coldplate, and then transported by coolant
to a liquid reservoir. Subsequently, cooler liquid is circulated back into the coldplate. Thus, a liquid loop or cooling system is created. While analogous to using river or
sea water to cool a nuclear power plant, this type of true
liquid cooling is rarely employed in electronic systems.
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Figure 1. True Liquid Cooling System [1].

Figure 2 shows the cooling system that is traditionally
used in electronic systems. It is often mistakenly referred
to as liquid cooling.
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Figure 2. Air-Assisted Liquid Cooling for Electronic Systems.
In this configuration, the liquid is a transport medium that
takes heat from the source – component heat transferring into a coldplate – to the air via a liquid-to-air heat
exchanger. The cooling capacity of such a system is
constrained by the design or performance of the heat
exchanger.
When we compare these systems, we find substantial
differences. In a true liquid cooling system, (Figure 1), the
reservoir is isothermal by its thermodynamic definition.
That means its temperature will not change as the result
of heat input. The reservoir’s volume is massive enough
that its average temperature remains constant, and it will
ultimately exchange its heat with the atmosphere and
space.
Air-assisted cooling is actually an air-cooled system,
where liquid is used as the interface between the source
and the sink. Engineers must be cognizant of the thermal
constraints associated with the design of each system,
and the related packaging and internal/external flow (liquid and air) requirements.
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In either system, there are some distinct advantages with
liquid cooling that are not readily attained with air cooling
alone. These benefits include larger transport capacity of
heat per liquid volume, and more effective heat spreading.
Let us look at thermal transport in an open system resulting from a change of enthalpy, as shown in Equation 1.
(1)

Q = mCp(Tout - Tin )

Where m = ρVA, (ρ is the fluid density, V is the velocity,
and A is the cross sectional area), and Cp is the specific
heat at constant pressure. If we consider the velocity and
cross sectional area as constant, the Cp and ρ will dictate
the magnitude of heat transfer when
h = k / L[0.332 Re0.5different
.Pr 0.33 ]fluids are
used.
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The last column showing the ratios of the two properties
is the tell all. It clearly shows the advantage that a fluid
with higher density and thermal capacity brings for transporting the heat load. Liquids provide a clear improvement over gases for providing thermal transport in cooling
applications.
Liquids can also play an important role in hot-spot thermal management. Local power dissipation at the board
and chip levels presents a formidable challenge in designing a successful product. Figure 3 shows examples
from Intel and IBM where the heat flux at a given location
on the chip exceeds 2500 W/cm2.

Figure 3. Intel (a) and IBM (b) Microprocessors Showing Heat
Flux in Excess of 2500 W/cm2 [1].
Clearly, we can more effectively manage local heat fluxes
by spreading the heat over larger surface areas. Conduction and convection heat transfer is the backbone of
this spreading. High thermal conductivity materials, such
as diamond, will assist dramatically in spreading heat
more effectively on a larger surface. Barring significant
cost for diamond substrates or thermal spreaders, using
convective heat transfer will helρ to attain such wide area
spreading.

Q = mCp(Tout - Tin )

A look at the Nusselt number (Nu) and heat transfer coefficient shows how effectively liquid can spread heat over
a larger surface area. Nu is equal to hL/k, and h, the
heat transfer coefficient, e.g. for a flat plate in a laminar
flow, is given by Equation 2.

h = k / L[0.332 Re0.5 .Pr 0.33 ]
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Figure 4. Installation Schematic of a Q
Liquid-Cooled
Where,
h = Heat transfer coefficient
k = Fluid thermal conductivity h

Q = mCp(Tout - Tin ) = k / L[0.332

L = Characteristic length
Re = Reynolds number

However, implementing a liquid-assisted cooling system
requires a departure from the conventional air cooling
in the field. The majority of deployed equipment is air
0.5 cooled.
0.33 Its implementation, barring the lack of reliability
Re .Pr
]
of fans, has been easy. Concerns have focused on such
issues as fan failure, field service, and acoustic noise.
To introduce liquid into this cooling mix means adding a
whole new dimension of reliability and safety.

Pr = Prandtl number

h

The reluctance to introduce liquid-assisted cooling has
been properly referred to as hydrophobia. Whether the
The
of ReRe
is a function
and
hA surface
(Tfluid
- Tfluid )
= magnitude
k / L[0.332
.Pr Qof] =velocity
surface
cooling method is implemented at the system or site
properties, and Pr is dependent on the viscosity and
levels, the phobia has been persistent with respect to relidensity of the fluid. Clearly, a fluid with higher properties
ability and cost.
will have larger Re and Pr and the result will be a higher
value of heat transfer coefficient.
Let us consider a data center. Figure 4 shows a
0.5

0.33

Therefore, when we look at Newton’s cooling law,
Q = hA surface (Tsurface - Tfluid ) , for the same A surface and
flow condition, changing the fluid type from gas to liquid
(i.e., air to water) yields a significantly higher heat transfer. This will reduce the average surface temperature and
may render the design acceptable. The use of liquid cooling, whether pure or air-assisted, can result in higher heat
transfer and a better thermally managed system.

A surface

typical liquid cooling system implementation for a
computer cluster in a data center.

In this configuration, the electronics are directly coupled
to the cooling system (i.e. coldplate or air-to-liquid heat
exchanger). This mandates active control and monitoring
of the cooling system and the subjected electronics. A
failure of the cooling system will require that the electronics be shut down, unless cooling system redundancies
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Figure 5. Centrally Air-Cooled Data Center Where CRAC Units Supply Chilled Air to the Electronics [4].

are designed in the overall solution. These safeguards
include additional pumps, liquid loops, automatic leak and
pressure drop detectors, etc.
When one compares the liquid cooled system, Figure 4,
with the traditional air-cooled center, Figure 5, the complexities and concerns for liquid cooled systems become
apparent.
One can argue the merits, benefits and weak points of
either system, but that is not the intent of this discussion.
Any good designer will start from the simplest solution
and considers more complex and costly cooling solutions
only when a lesser capacity system can not meet the
thermal requirements. The intent is to answer whether
hydrophobia is still an issue.
As stated above, the air-cooled system depicted in Figure
5 is a far simpler system from the standpoint of implementation and operation. As depicted in Figures 1 and 2,
liquid-cooled systems, by their mere nature, are mechanically more complex and more challenging to maintain
than comparable air-cooled systems. Using liquid-cooled
systems also poses a significantly higher cost and challenge of their maintenance, operation and control.
Over the past decade, steady rises in power dissipation
led to expectations for the broader use of liquid cooling in

electronics thermal management. The market responded
by improving the reliability of components used in liquid
loop systems. But, despite such great strides, and the
added heat transfer benefits from liquid cooled systems,
the challenges associated with liquid-cooled systems
have continued. The market’s reluctance to introduce
liquid-cooled systems, and the user’s fear of high costs
and maintenance and operational issues, have rendered
the situation hydrophobic. This phobia will persist until
we have no other choices or there are many successful
implementations that minimize market place fears.
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